PRIMARV SOURCES


Actors and Actress (produced Stamford, Connecticut, 1983).


COLLECTIONS

The Comedy of Neil Simon. New York: Random House, 1971. (Includes Come Blow Your Horn; Barefoot in the Park; The Odd Couple; The Star-Spangled Girl; Plaza Suite; Promises, Promises; Last of the Red-Hot Lovers).

ESSAY


INTERVIEWS


SECONDARY SOURCES

(A) BOOKS


Himel Stein, Morgan Y. *Drama was a Weapon* New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 1963.


Knights, L.C. *Drama and Society in the Age of Jonson* 


Millett, Fred B. *Contemporary American Authors.* George G. Harrap & Co., Ltd., 1940.


(B) ARTICLES


___ ___ ___. "Last of the RED Hot Theories." New Yorker 10 Jan. 1970:64.
___ ___ ___. "Laughing when it Hurts." New Yorker 20 Nov. 1971:111.


